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Greece: Age of Alexander 
Engineering an Empire 

 
1. 404 BC, a long and bloody ______ year war has come to an end.  ___________, its once 
dominant navy destroyed is starved into submission at the hands of its arch-rivals, _____________. 
 
2. But in 359 BC a 23 year old from the remote Greek region of ______________ became king.  His 
name was ______________. 
 
3. Philip built Macedonia on two fronts: _____________________. 
 
4. TRUE   or    FALSE   The Macedonians were considered Greek by the rest of the city-states. 
 
5. What was a phalanx?   
 
6. What new weapon do the Macedonians use? 
Pike  Gun  Bow & Arrow  Dynamite 
 
7. What was a belly shooter?   
 
8. Catapult means _______ _____________. 
 
9. What two cities did Philip defeat which made him undisputed leader of Greece?   
 
10. TRUE     or      FALSE     Philip II was cruel to his conquered people and destroyed Greece. 
 
11. Philip II was _______________.  His son _______________ would take over after his death. 
 
12. In 335 BC, Alexander led his Macedonian Army of over 35,000 soldiers into battle against the 
_________________.  Persia was a massive __________________. 
 
13. What doesn’t Alexander have that the Persians have?   
 
14. How did Alexander and his engineers bring the fight to the island city of Tyre?   
 
15. Why did Alexander covet Egypt?   
 
16. What title did the Egyptians give Alexander?   
 
17. Alexander's empire stretched from __________ in the west to India in the __________. 
 
18. What was the name of the hybrid culture that Alexander brought to the newly conquered 
territories?   
 
19. What was arguably the most important feature of a Hellistic city?   
 
20. How would an actor be heard in the back?   
 
 
21. TRUE     or      FALSE     Alexander died gloriously in battle. 



 
22. Who took over Alexander's Egypt?   
 
 -How long would his dynasty last?   
 
***Could end here, approx 30 min 
 
23. Ptolemy built the world's first _______________.  What brought it down?   
 
24. What was significant about the library at Alexandria?   
 
 
25. TRUE     or      FALSE   Ptolemy was very tolerant of Egyptian culture. 
 
26. Who was Hero of Alexandria?   
 
27. Why wasn't steam ever used for machines?   
 
28. What happened to the library?   
 
29. Greek culture was absorbed by what many believe to be the greatest experiment in Hellenism: 
________________. 


